PET FOOD & TREAT
TWIN SCREW EXTRUSION LINES
Clextral twin-screw extrusion systems produce innovative and cost-effective pet food and pet treats with animal and breed-specific characteristics that boost consumer appeal. With Clextral’s technology, pet food makers can control all process parameters to tailor products for individual animals: crispiness, degree of hardness or suppleness, size, shape, moisture content, flavor, etc.

VERSATILITY & PRODUCTIVITY

- **Productive** - continuous processing, fast changeover and easy cleaning and maintenance
- **Product and process flexibility** - continuous processing of a wide range of raw materials and recipes for a variety of nutrition products with balanced nutrition
- **Different textures, shapes and colors** - variable density, moisture content, crispiness, hardness etc.
- **Perfect process control with advanced automation** - consistency and repeatability in product features and quality
- **Intensified processing** to reduce water and energy consumption, lower costs and contribute to sustainable development

Clextral offers semi-industrial tests to improve recipes or to develop new products for its customers.

Find out more on www.clextral.com